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Portugal Vs England 2 – 3 (Week 3)
It started off tense and about 2 minutes into the game, Izzy
(England) tried to score but the goal keeper managed to keep
the ball away but Reilly scored right in the corner of the goal.
It was an own goal but it still counted.
Freya then got the ball, dribbled it and shot the ball and
hoped for the best, amazingly it went in! It was a goal!
Ella (Portugal) got the ball and passed to Drew who then
scored in the fight bottom corner of the goal!
Izzy had the ball next. It was quickly passed to Nikolas in the
centre, Nikolas passed to Freya and Freya scored with joy!
We had 5 minutes left in the game, Drew scored with
happiness and the final score was 3 – 2 to England.

By Evie and information supplied by Sienna.

France Vs Spain 1 – 3 (Week 3)
Early goal by George against the fierce Joshua.
Then James (captain) scored but is disallowed.
Next James taps it toward to goal and William finishes.
Great skills from everyone and also great passes.
After that Arda scores at the second half and thnen a late
volley from Finn.
William, Rafael and Joshua played with some great skills.
So did Mr Howes, George and Finn.
Finally, a solid defence from both teams.

By William.

Germany Vs. Brazil 3 – 1 (Week 2)
Dylan scored 2 and 1 from Anton for Germany. Whereas
Jasper scored the first goal for Brazil. At the start there were
great chances from both teams and in the 2nd it was 1 – 1.
By the end of the 1st half Brazil were the dominating team
but when the 2nd half began things started the change.
Straight away Dylan scored so it made it 2 – 1. After a while
the game got more intense and with a late goal from Ashton
it finished the game 3 – 1.
Great assists from Luca R and Rufus WG. Rufus played very
well and so did Aaron. Great bravery from all the players
especially Aaron from that unfortunate boot by Lewis.

By Maxwell and Arda.

Argentina Vs Russia 1 – 1 (Week 2)
This was a tough and hard working match. The final scores
were 1 – 1. The goals were scored b Luca with an assist by
Joseph and amazing bottom corner! The other goal by Lucas
E, when Kandra missed a shot and Lucas scored a stunning
rebound also a bottom corner.
Russia Players.
There were some amazing players like defensive dou Demitri
and Rounak, Harry Bella and Luca did amazingly well up front
and Brodie T and Mathew had some amazing saves.
Argentina Players.
Daniel K and Lucas E were an amazing pair up front, also
Arther and Kandra did some amazing shots. Yasmin S and Mr
Summers did some Reliving and breathtaking clearances.
Conclusion.
In conclusion this was a great match with breathtaking
moments. Everyone’s happy for a draw but the players were
nervous. Altogether it’s a win win! Well done players!
By Brodie and Demetri.

Spain Vs Portugal 2 – 2 (Week 1)
Goals from Arda, George, Drew and Thomas. Great skills by
all people playing and especially Drew with his Stepovers and
Dropshoulders. A great goal by Arda sweetly put in the
bottom right corner of the goal.
The defenders of each team really put in a fight, especially
Kieran, Yasmin B and Ella S. Lukas, Devon, Hux and Isaac with
some really good saves. Lukas with a great save to help save
spain from Losing. Thomas with a powerful longshot but
amazing save by Lukas., his fingertips really are heros.
Mr.s Howes with an assist and an obviously disallowed goal
from far out but well done anyway!
Joe also with some great skills which boosted Portugal’s
chance to bag some on just one point.
Written by Noah.

England Vs France 4 – 1 (Week 1)
The second match of the tournament at Muswell Hill
Primary’s Football Fridays was England Vs France. While
England scored a terrific 4 goals, France still managed to
score 1. The goal was scored for England were Milo, Nikolas,
Issy and an own goal. The person who scored the goal for
France was Rafael. Also Issy from Indigo class stilled up James
with a drag beat. “It was a bit of a challenge” says Issy.
There is still loads of games to play and up for grabs is a
replica of the world cup!
By Hannah and Issy.

